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Abstract—Virtual Reality (VR) is an upcoming trend in games
and entertainment applications as the use of head-mounted
displays becomes accessible for the mass market. These systems
aim to provide immersive experiences, but they still do not
provide a completely seamless experience, mostly due to sickness
symptoms that can be experienced by the players. Cybersickness
(CS) is one of the most critical problems that make the game
industry fearful for higher investments. In this work, we made
a critical study on the theories and causes of CS in virtual
environments. We unified in a paper most of the leading hardware
and software proposals to identify, quantify and minimize the
main sickness problems. We also provide clarification about the
most relevant measurement tools used to quantify the level of
sickness for one or more players through specific questionnaires.
We also developed a demo plugin for a commercial game engine
to collect relevant data in a VR game to use as a database to
future research approaches to enhance user experience in head-
mounted displays.

Index Terms—head mounted displays,sickness theories,motion
sickness,virtual environments,user experience, cybersickness

I. INTRODUCTION

We are experiencing the inclusion of a new entertainment
way in most of the systems. VR is an important area to
deliver immersive 3D graphics in entertainment applications,
serious games, and applications to training people (in health,
technological, military or scientific domains).

In the meantime, most of head-mounted displays users feel
one or more symptoms of sickness, primarily if the user
uses them for an extended time [10]. According to Ramsey
et al. [16], on average, eighty percent of participants who
experienced VR with HMDs felt discomfort after the first
10 minutes of exposure to the virtual environment. There-
fore, more extensive VR experiences tend to cause more
considerable discomfort than shorter experiences. However,
this discomfort may vary from individual to individual, as
some people are more sensitive than others when using these
devices.

In the bibliography there are some theories [9], [12] about
ways and causes of visual discomfort in VR that points to
sensory confusion between the vestibular and vision systems
as the responsible for most frequent problems that cause
discomfort to HMD users. Jerald et al. [7] associate the
sensory conflict to high latency resulting in an incorrect

content presentation related to the movement made with the
HMD device and possibly generated sickness.

II. MOTIVATION

According to Hua [6], minimizing sickness in virtual and
augmented reality applications is an unresolved challenge.
Discomfort resulting from VR can be originated from three
leading causes: motion sickness, cybersickness (CS), or sim-
ulator sickness.

For this reason, many researches involving sickness in
HMDs have been done recently in order to minimize sickness
in these devices [8], [18], [1]. In this research, we map the
various causes and symptoms of sickness that occurred during
the use of HMDs (be it machine or human actions) [17], [21],
[13], [3].

We investigate the causes and solutions in literature
[11], [19], [4], [20], [14] in order to expose possible methods
towards quantifying sickness.

We believe with this based-literature study, it’ll be possible
to construct a machine learning model to predict and suggest
comfort techniques to minimize CS in VR environments.

III. RELATED WORK

The literature still lacks a comprehensive bibliography about
this subject, with most works consisting of empirical observa-
tions and reports.

Padmanaban et al. [15] derived a study to design a VR
sickness predictor. They used insights from the current simu-
lator sickness literature. According to Padmanaban, they do not
focus on minimizing sickness based on VR headset estimated
evolution. They use the approach to create a dataset, some
questionnaires to evaluate physiological causes of sickness
and individual historical elements to get a more precise result
from users. They combine two sickness questionnaires: MSSQ
and SSQ to find a single sickness value. They measured SSQ
scores from various individuals through stereoscopic content.
They used Flownet [2] to calculate optical flow vectors (they
calculate optical flow from one frame to the next, which
measures pixel speed).

Garcia-Agundez et al. [5] done research to classify CS and
determine if the CS occurred after the gameplay in a VR scene.
The model was based on a combination of bio-signal and game



settings. They collected user signals data (like respiratory and
skin conductivity) from a total of 66 participants. As a result,
they mentioned a classification accuracy of 82% for binary
classification and 56% for ternary.

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION

We propose creating a real-time comfortable gameplay user
experience thought the CS prediction and comfort techniques
suggestion. For this reason, we aim to overcome the following
challenges:

• Investigation: An in-depth literature investigation to as-
sociate CS causes to minimizing techniques.

• Dataset Definition: Relevant data selection (player pro-
file data and gameplay data) to create a dataset.

• Development: The development of plugin to capture
and export gameplay and user profile data into a robust
dataset.

• Dataset Training: Train of the generated dataset with
two or more neural network models and compare each
other to choose the best-fit model.

• Cybersickness (CS) Prediction: Use of the best neural
network model to predict and identify CS in real-time
during the gameplay.

• Strategy Suggestion: Develop an automatic strategies
suggestion for minimizing CS during the gameplay.

Different from Padmanaban, we intend to classify and
quantify the CS level using game scene parameters and
player profile data. Garcia-Agundez is more closely related
to our work. However, both of them aims to classify the
user’s CS before or/and after the experience. We focus on
the classification in real-time during the exact moment of
the experiment. We also intend to develop an independent
solution of external equipment (like medical-biological signal
measuring equipment) as the works mentioned.

V. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

We made a critical study and associated the most relevant
CS causes to solutions. We developed a plugin for a commer-
cial game engine able to collect player profile and gameplay
data and export each experience in a XML file. While we
are researching about the best-fit machine learning model,
we make some preliminary user’s test with six individuals
in a pilot test. We reconfirm some of the CS causes before
related. However, the number of individuals was not enough
to make a definitive conclusion. For this reason, we still have
to overcome many challenges.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we study some strategies that can minimize
the causes of discomfort in virtual environments. Through
the current bibliography, we have gathered the main ways of
measuring discomfort in VR environments. As a result, we
develop a plugin for a commercial game engine that works
with most of the VR games and collect relevant data during
the gameplay experience. With this data, we intend to create
a robust database for CS identification.
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